JORDAN SLEEP & PATIENT TRANSFER RECLINERS

URETHANE ARM
The full urethane arm provides enhanced
durability and protection for the arms.

COMBINATION UPHOLSTERY
Combination upholstery is an option on
all Jordan Sleep Recliners.

SWING AWAY TABLET
The tablet has the ability to slide up and
fold over and rotates 180º. The break
away design allows for the tablet to be
pushed away from the patient quickly in
case of an emergency.

SWING AWAY TABLET
The swing away tablet was designed to
be easily operated. The kidney shaped
design is ideal for use as an eating
surface, writing or work surface. Available
in wood veneer, plastic laminate, and
Palette finishes.

PATIENT TRANSFER ARM
The Patient Transfer Arm is designed
for safe and efficient transfer of patients
from (or to) beds and wheelchairs.

PATIENT TRANSFER ARM
The arm folds down below the height of
the seat so it is out of the way for both
patient and caregiver.
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Printed in Canada

note:

Sleep Recliners
33 1/4”
width
35”
depth
45 1/2”
height
19 3/4”
seat height from floor
28 1/4”
arm height from floor
23”
width between arms
20”
seat depth
Overall depth (D) when reclined is 71 1/2”.
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BACK ADJUSTMENT LEVER
The Back Adjustment Lever is standard
on Jordan Sleep Recliners. It creates an
infinite number of back adjustments within
the chair.
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OTTOMAN LEVER
The Ottoman Lever is standard on Jordan
Sleep Recliners. It extends and closes the
built-in foot rest.

Ver.1

JOR6-SRWOD13
COM YD. COMPLETE UNIT – 5.3
COM YD. SEAT – 1
COM YD. BACK – 1.8

All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified

HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
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SLEEP RECLINER FEATURES:
4-Position Mechanism, Including Lay Flat
Structural Steel Seat Frame
Field-Replaceable Upholstery
Field-Replaceable Components
Antimicrobial Finish
Wood Arm With Urethane Cap
Life Time Warranty
GREENGUARD™ Certified
Infinite Back Position Lock/Adjustment

PATIENT TRANSFER RECLINER FEATURES:
Arm Folds Down & Out Of The Way
Positive Safety Lock
Field-Replaceable
Field-Installable on Existing Recliners
Available On All Arm Styles
Life Time Warranty
GREENGUARD™ Certified
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The Jordan Sleep Recliners provide a comfortable and safe sleep position for patients and visitors, while also
serving as a mobile and functional recliner for patient treatment, rest, and transfer.
Four positions, including the Lay Flat position, provide for a full ranges of uses:
A - Back upright, seated with feet on the floor
B - Back upright, ottoman footrest extended
C - Back in recline (partially lowered) position, ottoman footrest extended or closed
D - Lay Flat (back fully lowered) position, ottoman footrest extended
The back and ottoman have individual mechanisms to operate separately - with the back featuring an infinite lock
range. The buttons for these mechanisms are located on the caregiver side, bur are also accessible by the user.

The Patient Transfer Arm is an option that can be specified on all Jordan Recliners, and for any style of arm.
Designed for safe and efficient transfer of patients from (or to) beds and wheelchairs, the arm folds down below
the height of the seat so it is out of the way of both the patient and caregiver. The activation button is located on
the caregiver’s side of the arm, and the mechanism has a spring-loaded positive lock for safe, secure locking of
the arm in the upright position. A heavy-duty steel hinge makes it durable, but the Patient Transfer Arm can be field
replaced on the recliner - and can even be field installed on a Jordan Recliner that has a standard arm.

